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Conflicts will be ambiguous, fragmented, multifaceted, Janus-faced. Dynamics intermingles with ethnonational processes. We urgently need to...

The Volcano explodes. Lava spills all over the places. In our time social process.

People are revolting. The dynamics of the revolt are different, divergent, unpredictable.

The planet is on fire, fueling Earth six mass extinction.

Both in the incandescent Lava and the liquid flow, no form does... shapes will the Lava take as it rapidly floods like water,

Destitution and constitution cannot be separated. What will happen next?

What are the possibilities embedded in this uprising? What will happen next?

Now, their filthy venom has entered every pore and crack of the planet, and billions of creatures are unable to find a way out: birds, insects, squirrels, wolves, children are being burned by... called this invasion hand, everywhere. Putrid criminals by the names of Tony Blair...

Is fire going to invade every corner of the planet? Is the war going to expand from Iraq and Syria to the whole of the planet, and billions of creatures are unable to find a way out: birds, insects, squirrels, wolves, children are being burned by putrid criminals by the names of Tony Blair...

Is the war going to expand from Iraq and Syria to the whole of the planet? Is extinction unavoidable?

Is smoke going to invade the lungs of our souls?

Is fire going to invade every corner of the planet?

Is the war going to expand from Iraq and Syria to the whole of the planet? Is extinction unavoidable?
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